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Literature Review

• There is no one fits all model for predicting TV Show success

• Many factors can affect the success or failure of a TV Show, creative team, characters, genre

• This type of research has intrigued the media industry for decades in the search for a “Moneyball” for TV
approach

• Neural Networks were first used along with Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, Random Forest throughout the
review, with varying degrees of results.

Datasets

• The datasets consist of a daily updated subset of IMDb data provided
by IMDb.

• The datasets are split into 7 individual datasets containing a combined
86.5m rows and 39 columns

Research Objective

• This research project will investigate if an accurate prediction can be made of the future success of a TV Show
based off the history of the creative team and cast

• This will then help production companies decide if a project is worth investing in, and also help the viewer
decide if a show is worth investing their time in.

Discussion

• The result of this research could lead into a recommendation engine to help the audience pick a new TV
Show

• It could also, along with other prediction algorithms, help production companies or television networks
predict the success of future TV Shows ideas

Introduction

• TV Shows can span years or even decades and involve a large time investment
from the audience

• TV Shows unlike Films do not have a box office monitory intake and thus are
harder to quantify success

• With over 500 new TV Shows broadcast in the U.S. alone last year across all
providers, and approximately half of all those cancelled within their first year

• Streaming providers such as Netflix rate viewer numbers over ratings as this is
where their revenue comes from.
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